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DESCRIPTION 

The AG-30-TT is a heavy-duty full height high security turnstile with a 30” 
passage. The function of the AG-30-T is to provide controlled access when 
entering or exiting a facility where pedestrian traffic is present. It can achieve 
this both mechanically (no access control system/software) such as a pool gate 
where the passage would be used for only exiting and no entry. Or 
electronically (with an access control system, card readers, fingerprint 
readers etc.) for keeping track of who is on and off site. It is manufactured with 
American Pride right here in the USA. 
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Standard Features:  

-Key override, the turnstile can be unlocked manually by key, in either direction 
for service or temporary events where locking isn’t required. 

-Plastic end caps on all arms 

-Durable galvanized finish 

-All stainless-steel hardware 

-Card reader mounting boxes included 

-internal wiring chase for access control wiring 

- 30” Passage 

 

Additional Options:  

-PLC Upgrade allows for more control over the locking mechanism such as, 
hold open each direction aka: fire alarm input, resettable counter for each 
direction, control indicator lights for each direction, has lcd which allows 
user to configure locking mechanism for fail open or fail close solenoids in 
field 

-A counter for the locking mechanism 

-Cold weather package 

-Hinged lid 

-Portable base 

-Electronically controlled both directions 

-Can be configured for 110v  
 
-Stainless Steel construction available 
 
-Powder coating over galvanizing 
 
-Several powder coat color options (see our color chart for options 
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Locking Mechanism 
-100% modular system: Easy to maintain, service, upgrade, even after 
installation. 
-Available for 3-arm (120°) and 4-arm (90°) turnstile 
-interchangeable left/right mechanical or electromechanical modules (Fail Open 
or Fail Close) 
-Automatic return to starting position (by means of industrial pressure springs) 
after every passage. 
-Anti-pass back security (locking after a 60° or 45° rotation): prevents the 
simultaneous passing of 2 persons. 
-Very robust implementation and strong connection with the turnstile by a 1-3/8" 
diameter spline axle (length 8 ½”) 
-Manufactured completely in stainless parts (stainless steel and aluminum) 
-damping system guarantees smooth and gradual movements. Damping is 
continuous and unaffected by temperature changes (patented system) 
-Possible to set signal duration. 
 
Electrical Specifications: 
-Input voltage: 110 VAC 
-Frequency: 60 HZ 
-Operating Voltage: 24 VDC 
-Operating Current: 0.2A (16 amps @ 110v w/ cold weather package) 
 
Materials used: 
-1 ¾” 14 gauge Round Tube (16g if stainless) 
-2” 14 gauge Square Tube 
-3” 11 gauge Round Tube 
-2”x1 ½” 14 gauge rectangular tube 
-4”X2” 11 gauge rectangular tube 
-3/16” formed sheet metal 
-1/2” plate 
 
Construction:  
- Manufactured in America  
-The cage, rotor, comb, and header are welded into one solid piece, adding 
rigidity and security 
-1/2” thick mounting points 
-Spline shaft, coupling, and bottom bearing plate are corrosion resistant 
stainless steel 
-All fastening hardware stainless-steel 

 


